
CSE2003: System Programming (Spring 2009) 
 

Programming Assignment #4: 
Smoothing an image 

 
Due: Fri June 5, 11:59PM 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In this assignment, you will implement one of image processing algorithms called “image smoothing” 
in the x86 assembly language. As in the previous assignment, you will work with image files in BMP 
format. Note that you will get extra credit if you minimize your code size.  
 
2. Problem specification 
 
Complete the file bmpsmooth.s which implements the function bmp_smooth() in the x86 assembly 
language. The prototype of bmp_smooth() is as follows: 
 

 
The first argument, src, points to the original bitmap data which stores the actual image, pixel by 
pixel. The second argument, dest, points to the bitmap area which initially contains the same data 
as the source bitmap. The next two arguments, width and height, represent the width and the 
height of the given image in pixels, respectively.  
 
Your task is to fill the area pointed to by dest with the “smoothed” image by applying 3x3 box filter 
to the original image. In this case, the pixel dest[x, y] is calculated by taking an arithmetic mean of the 
neighbor pixels, as shown in the following formula: 
 

dest[x, y] = (src[x-1, y-1] + src[x, y-1] + src[x+1, y-1] + 
 src[x-1, y] + src[x, y] + src[x+1, y] + 
 src[x-1, y+1] + src[x, y+1] + src[x+1, y+1]) / 9 
   where 1 ≤ x ≤ (width – 2) and 1 ≤ y ≤ (height-2) 
 
In this assignment, you don’t have to care about boundary pixels. Once you modify the bitmap data 
pointed to by dest according to the above formula, the output BMP file will be generated containing 
the modified image. Note that you should apply the above formula for each color plane. 
 
3. Backgrounds 
 
Smoothing operations are applied in order to reduce noise and/or to 
prepare images for further processing such as segmentation. There are 
several image smoothing techniques, but this assignment focuses on 
one of linear image smoothing techniques using a 3x3 box filter. This 
is a special case of LxL box filter, where the value at a pixel in the 
output is equal to the average of values within an LxL window 
centered at the pixel in the input. The window size L determines the 
neighborhood size where averaging is performed. As the window size 
is increased, more noise is removed, but that at the same time blurs the 
image more. Some examples are given below: 

void bmp_smooth (unsigned char *src, 
unsigned char *dest, 
int width, int height); 
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4. Skeleton codes 
 
The following skeleton codes are provided for this assignment.
 
 Makefile : This is a file used by the GNU 
 bmp.h:  This is a C header file.
 bmp.c:  This is a C program which 
   functions. The 
   the memory and parses 
   image file which is modified by 

bmpsmooth.s This is a skeleton assembly code for 
to fill

 
You can build the executable file 
bmpsmooth. The skeleton codes can be downloaded from the course homepage.
 
5. Requirements 
 

• In the main body of bmp_
only. Do NOT use %esi
temporary storage.  

• Among the registers you can use, 
save and restore the original value 

• Your program should work for BMP images of any size.  
• (Verification of your output

two sample input BMP files (
output BMP files (sosi
should be identical to the 
files are the same or not, use the 

 
• (How to get extra credit!) 

conditions. 
-  Your program has met all the req
-  Your program has been submitted before the due date.
-  The code size of bmp_smooth()
disassembling your bmpsmooth.o
 

$ ./bmpsmooth sosi.bmp myoutput.bmp
$ cmp myoutput.bmp sosi
$ <no output if two files are identical>
  

$ objdump –

 

smoothed with 
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5x5 filter 

smoothed with 
9x9 filter 

The following skeleton codes are provided for this assignment. 

This is a file used by the GNU make utility. 
This is a C header file. 
This is a C program which contains main(), bmp_in(), and 
functions. The bmp_in() function reads the content of the 
the memory and parses the header. The bmp_out() function
image file which is modified by bmp_smooth(). 
This is a skeleton assembly code for bmp_smooth(). You are supposed 

 the main body of this file. 

You can build the executable file using the “make” command. The name of the final executable file is 
. The skeleton codes can be downloaded from the course homepage. 

bmp_smooth(), you should use %eax, %ebx, %ecx
%esi and %edi registers. If you are running out of registers, use stack as 

Among the registers you can use, %ebx is one of callee-save registers. Therefore, you have to 
save and restore the original value of the %ebx register in bmp_smooth().
Your program should work for BMP images of any size.   
Verification of your output)  To verify whether your output is correct or not, we provide 

two sample input BMP files (sosi.bmp and F4.bmp) and the corresponding two reference 
sosi-ref.bmp and F4-ref.bmp). BMP files generated by your program 

to the reference BMP files. To check whether the contents of two BMP 
files are the same or not, use the cmp command as follows: 

(How to get extra credit!)  You will get 30% of extra credit if you meet the following 

met all the requirements. 
Your program has been submitted before the due date. 

bmp_smooth() is less than 200 bytes. The code size can be identified by 
bmpsmooth.o file with the objdump command as follows.

$ ./bmpsmooth sosi.bmp myoutput.bmp 
$ cmp myoutput.bmp sosi-ref.bmp 
$ <no output if two files are identical> 

   

–d bmpsmooth.o  
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%ecx, and %edx registers 
If you are running out of registers, use stack as 

save registers. Therefore, you have to 
(). 

To verify whether your output is correct or not, we provide 
) and the corresponding two reference 

). BMP files generated by your program 
k whether the contents of two BMP 

0% of extra credit if you meet the following 

. The code size can be identified by 
command as follows. 

  



6. Sample output 
 
This is one of sample BMP files (sosi.bmp).  

 
 
If you run your program as follows, it will generate myoutput.bmp. Can you see the difference? 

 
 

 

$ ./bmpsmooth sosi.bmp myoutput.bmp 



 
7. Hand in instructions 
 

• Make sure you have included your name and the student ID in the header comment of your 
program. 

• Rename bmpsmooth.s to ”YourStudentID.s” 
• Prepare a separate document in PDF format (most preferred, but other formats, such 

as .txt, .doc, and .hwp, are also allowed), which explains the design and implementation of 
your code. The document should be named “YourStudentID.pdf”.  

• Send a mail to [jinsookim at skku.edu] AND [cse2003skku at gmail.com] with attaching two 
files, “YourStudentID.s” and “YourStudentID.pdf”. Do not attach any files other than 
these two files.  

• The subject line of the mail should be in the following format: 
          [CSE2003] PA#4, YourStudentID, YourName 
 

 
8. Logistics 
 

• You will work on this assignment alone. 
• The submission status will be posted on the course homepage at 

http://csl.skku.edu/CSE2003S09.  
• Again, good documentation is extremely important. Simply generating the correct output is 

not enough to get the full credit. If your document is not substantial enough, you will get 
only a partial credit. 

• Only the assignments submitted before the deadline will receive the full credit. 25% of the 
credit will be deducted for every single day delay. 

• Any attempt to copy others’ work will result in heavy penalty (for both the copier and the 
originator). Don’t take a risk.  
  

 
 
Good luck! 
 
 
--- 
Jin-Soo Kim 
Computer Systems Laboratory 
School of Information and Communication Engineering 
Sungkyunkwan University 
 


